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L. ADAM MEKLER, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English and Language Arts; B.A., University of Delaware; M.A. and Ph.D., Drew University.
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ALEXANDER PANKOV, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics; M.S. and Ph.D., Voronezh State University, USSR.
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CARROL PERRINO, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology; B.A., Syracuse University; M.A. and Ph.D., Northwestern University.

EVELYN PERRY, M.S., Director of Professional Development Schools in the Department of Teacher Education and Professional Development; B.S., Morgan State University; M.S., Johns Hopkins University.

LAWRENCE PESKIN, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History and Geography; B.A., University of Chicago; M.A. and Ph.D., University of Maryland, College Park.

JOSEPH PETTIT, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies; B.A., George-town University; M.A., and Ph.D., University of Chicago.
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NATASHA PRATT-HARRIS, Ph.D., Lecturer in Sociology; B.A, University of Maryland, College Park; M.S., University of Baltimore; Ph.D., Howard University.

JACQUELINE M. PRESSEY, M.S., Lecturer of Physical Education; B.S. and M.S., American University;

GLENDA PRIME, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Advanced Studies, Leadership and Policy; B.S., M.A. and Ph.D., The University of the West Indies.

WILLIAM PROCTOR, J.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration; B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania; J.D., North Carolina Central University.

KAREN L. PROUDFORD, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration; B.S., Florida A&M University; M.A. and Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.
GHULAM QUIBRIA, Ph.D., Professor of Economics; B.A., University of Dhaka; M.A. and Ph.D., Princeton University.

ABIRAMI RADHAKRISHNAN, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Operations, Supply Chain & Project Management; B.S., University of Madras; M.B.A., Madurai Kamaraj University; Ph.D., Clemson University.

MATHUMATHI RAJAVEL, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biology; Ph.D., Kamaraj University of India.

GERALD RAMEAU, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology; B.S., Adelphi University; M.S., City College (CUNY); Ph.D., Albert Einstein College of Medicine.

GREGORY RAMSEY, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Information Science & Systems; B.S., Duke University; M.S., Carnegie Mellon University; Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

RALPH RECKLEY, Ed.D., Professor of English; B.A., Morgan State College; M.A., Howard University; Ed.D., Rutgers University.

WELMA REDD, M.F.A., Assistant Professor of Multiplatform Production; B.A., University of Liberia; M.F.A., American University.

MICHEL REECE, D.Eng., Assistant Professor in Electrical Engineering; B.S.E.E., Morgan State University; M.S.E.E., The Pennsylvania State University; D.Eng., Morgan State University.

RANDEL REED, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics; B.S., Colgate University; M.S. and Ph.D., Northwestern University.

ARON REZNIK, Ph.D., Lecturer of Mathematics; Ph.D., Tashkent State University.

THELMA RICH, M.S.W., Director of Field Education in Social Work; B.A., Morgan State University; M.S.W., University of Maryland.

C. DARLINGTON RICHARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration; LL.B (Hons), University of Jos; LL.M. (Taxation), University of Baltimore; Ph.D., Sheffield University.

EARL S. RICHARDSON, Ed.D., Professor of Education, Center for Civil Rights in Education. B.A., University of Maryland Eastern Shore; M.S. and Ed.D., University of Pennsylvania.

JULAIMNE RIGG, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration; B.S. and M.S., University of West Indies; Ph.D., Purdue University.

KAREN ROBINSON, M.S., Lecturer of Accounting; B.S., Morgan State University; M.S., University of Baltimore.

MARILYN RONDEAU, Ed.D., Director of M.S. Program in Educational Administration and Supervision, and Aspiring Leaders and Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) programs; B.A., Elms College; M.S. and Ed.D., Morgan State University.

DEVONNA ROWE, M.M., Lecturer in Music; B.A., St. Augustine’s College; M.M., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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KENNETH ROYSTER, M.F.A., Associate Professor of Art; B.A., Morgan State College; M.F.A., Maryland Institute of Art.
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DAVISON SANGWEME, Ph.D., *Lecturer in Biology*; B.Sc., M.Sc., University of Zimbabwe; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University School of Public Health.

FREDERICK SCHARMEN, M.Arch., *Assistant Professor in Architecture*; B.S., University of Maryland-College Park; M.Arch., Yale University.

CRAIG SCOTT, Ph.D., *Professor of Electrical Engineering*; B.S.E.E., Howard University; M.S.E.E., Cornell University; Ph.D., Howard University.

WAYMAN SCOTT, Ph.D., *Research Professor in Civil Engineering*; A.B., Oberlin College; M.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins University.

DEREJE SEIFU, Ph.D., *Assistant Professor of Physics*; B.Sc., Addis Ababa University; M.Sc. and Ph.D., University of Cincinnati.
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ROMAN SERBYN, Ph.D., *Lecturer of Physics*; B.Eng. and M.Eng., McGill University; Ph.D., Catholic University.
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ROOSEVELT SHAW, Ph.D., *Associate Professor of Chemistry*; B.A. and M.A., Morgan State College; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University.

RUTHE SHEFFEY, Ph.D., *Professor of English*; B.A., Morgan State College; M.A., Howard University; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

DANA SHELLEY, M.A.; *Lecturer in Strategic Communication*; B.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison; M.P.A.; American University.

E. R. SHIPP, J.D.; *Associate Professor of Multimedia Journalism*; B.A., Georgia State University; M.S., M.A. and J.D., Columbia University.
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Appendix B
TITLE 13B
MARYLAND HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMISSION
Subtitle 06 GENERAL EDUCATION AND
TRANSFER
Chapter 01 Public Institutions of Higher
Education
Authority: Education Article, (11-201 - 11-206,
Annotated Code of Maryland)
1 Scope and Applicability.
This chapter applies only to public institutions of
higher education.
2 Definitions.
A. In this chapter, the following terms have the
meanings indicated.
B. Terms Defined.
(1) “A.A. degree” means the Associate of Arts
degree.
(2) “A.A.S. degree” means the Associate of
Applied Sciences degree.
(3) “Arts” means courses that examine aesthetics
and the development of the aesthetic form and
explore the relationship between theory and
practice. Courses in this area may include fine
arts, performing and studio arts, appreciation
of the arts, and history of the arts.
(4) “A.S. degree” means the Associate of
Sciences degree.
(5) “Biological and physical sciences” means
courses that examine living systems and the
physical universe. They introduce students
to the variety of methods used to collect,
interpret, and apply scientific data, and to an
understanding of the relationship between
scientific theory and application.
(6) “English composition courses” means
courses that provide students with
communication knowledge and skills
appropriate to various writing situations,
including intellectual inquiry and academic
research.
(7) “General education” means the foundation
of the higher education curriculum providing
a coherent intellectual experience for all
students.
(8) “General education program” means a
program that is designed to:
(a) Introduce undergraduates to the
fundamental knowledge, skills, and values
that are essential to the study of academic
disciplines;
(b) Encourage the pursuit of lifelong learning;
and
(c) Foster the development of educated
members of the community and the
world.
(9) “Humanities” means courses that examine
the values and cultural heritage that establish
the framework for inquiry into the meaning of
life. Courses in the humanities may
include the language, history, literature and
philosophy of Western and other cultures.
(10) “Mathematics” means courses that provide
students with numerical, analytical, statistical
and problem-solving skills.
(11) “Native student” means a student whose
initial college enrollment was at a given
institution of higher education and who has not
transferred to another institution of higher
education since that initial enrollment.
(12) “Parallel program” means the program of
study or courses at one institution of higher
education which has comparable objectives
as those at another higher education institution,
for example, a transfer program in psychology in
a community college is definable as a parallel
program to a baccalaureate psychology program
at a 4-year institution of higher education.
(13) “Receiving institution” means the
institution of higher education at which a
transfer student currently desires to enroll.
(14) “Recommended transfer program” means
a planned program of courses, both general
education and courses in the major, taken at
a community college, which is applicable to a
baccalaureate program at a receiving institution,
and ordinarily the first two years of the
baccalaureate degree.
(15) “Sending institution” means the institution
of higher education of most recent previous
enrollment by a transfer student at which
transferable academic credit was earned.
(16) “Social and behavioral sciences” means
courses that examine the psychology of
individuals and the ways in which individuals,
groups or segments of society behave, function
and influence one another. The courses
include, but are not limited to, subjects which
focus on:
(a) History and cultural diversity;
(b) Concepts of groups, work and political
systems;
(c) Applications of qualitative and quantitative data to social issues; and
(d) Interdependence of individuals, society and the physical environment.
(17) “Transfer student” means a student entering an institution for the first time having successfully completed a minimum of 12 credits at another institution which is applicable for credit at the institution the student is entering.

.02-1 Admission of Transfer Students to Public Institutions.
A. Admission to Institutions.
(1) A student attending a public institution who has completed an A.A., A.A.S., or A.S. degree or who has completed 56 or more credits, shall not be denied direct transfer to another public institution if the student attained a cumulative GPA of at least 2.00 on a 4.00 scale or its equivalent in parallel courses, except as provided in subsection A(4) below.
(2) A student attending a public institution who has not completed an A.A., A.A.S., or A.S. degree or who has completed fewer than 56 credits shall be eligible to transfer to a public institution regardless of the number of credits earned if the student:
(a) Satisfied the admission criteria of that receiving public institution as a high school senior; and
(b) Attained at least a cumulative GPA of 2.00 on a 4.00 scale or its equivalent in parallel courses.
(3) A student attending a public institution who did not satisfy the admission criteria of a receiving public institution as a high school senior, but who has earned sufficient credits at a public institution to be classified by the receiving public institution as a sophomore, shall meet the stated admission criteria developed and published by the receiving public institution for transfer.
(4) If the number of students seeking admission exceeds the number that can be accommodated at a receiving public institution, admission decisions shall be:
(a) Based on criteria developed and published by the receiving public institution; and
(b) Made to provide fair and equal treatment for native and transfer students.
B. Admission to Programs.
(1) A receiving public institution may require higher performance standards for admission to some programs if the standards and criteria for admission to the program:
(a) Are developed and published by the receiving public institution; and
(b) Maintain fair and equal treatment for native and transfer students.
(2) If the number of students seeking admission exceeds the number that can be accommodated in a particular professional or specialized program, admission decisions shall be:
(a) Based on criteria developed and published by the receiving public institution; and
(b) Made to provide fair and equal treatment for native and transfer students.
(3) Courses taken at a public institution as part of a recommended transfer program leading toward a baccalaureate degree shall be applicable to related programs at a receiving public institution granting the baccalaureate degree.
C. Receiving Institution Program Responsibility.
(1) The faculty of a receiving public institution shall be responsible for development and determination of the program requirements in major fields of study for a baccalaureate degree, including courses in the major field of study taken in the lower division.
(2) A receiving public institution may set program requirements in major fields of study which simultaneously fulfill general education requirements.
(3) A receiving public institution, in developing lower-division course work, shall exchange information with other public institutions to facilitate the transfer of credits into its programs.

.3 General Education Requirements for Public Institutions.
A. While public institutions have the autonomy to design their general education program to meet their unique needs and mission, that program shall conform to the definitions and common standards in this chapter. A public institution shall satisfy the general education requirement by:
(1) Requiring each program leading to the A.A. or A.S. degree to include not less than 30 and not more than 36 credits, and each baccalaureate degree program to include not
degree shall include at least 20 credits from the same course list designated by the sending institution for the A.A. and A.S. degrees. The A.A.S. degree shall include at least one 3-credit course from each of the five areas listed in A.1 of this regulation.

F. A course in a discipline listed in more than one of the areas of general education may be applied only to one area of general education.

G. A public institution may allow a speech communication or foreign language course to be part of the arts and humanities category.

H. Composition and literature courses may be placed in the arts and humanities area if literature is included as part of the content of the course.

I. Public institutions may not include physical education skills courses as part of the general education requirements.

J. General education courses shall reflect current scholarship in the discipline and provide reference to theoretical frameworks and methods of inquiry appropriate to academic disciplines.

K. Courses that are theoretical may include applications, but all applications courses shall include theoretical components if they are to be included as meeting general education requirements.

L. Public institutions may incorporate knowledge and skills involving the use of quantitative data, effective writing, information retrieval, and information literacy when possible in the general education program.

M. Notwithstanding A.1 of this regulation, a public 4-year institution may require 48 units of required core courses if courses upon which the institution’s curriculum is based carry 4 units.

N. Public institutions shall develop systems to ensure that courses approved for inclusion on the list of general education courses are designed and assessed to comply with the requirements of this chapter.

.4 Transfer of General Education Credit.

A. A student transferring to one public institution from another public institution shall receive general education credit for work completed at the student’s sending institution as provided by this chapter.

B. A completed general education program shall transfer without further review or approval by the
receiving institution and without the need for a course-by-course match.
C. Courses that are defined as general education by one institution shall transfer as general education even if the receiving institution does not have that specific course or has not designated that course as general education.
D. The receiving institution shall give lower-division general education units to a transferring student who has taken any part of the lower-division general education credits described in Regulation .03 of this chapter at a public institution for any general education courses successfully completed at the sending institution.
E. Except as provided in Regulation .03M of this chapter, a receiving institution may not require a transfer student who has completed the requisite number of general education credits at any public college or university to take, as a condition of graduation, more than 10–16 additional units of general education and specific courses required of all students at the receiving institution, with the total number not to exceed 46 units. This provision does not relieve students of the obligation to complete specific academic program requirements or course prerequisites required by a receiving institution.
F. A sending institution shall designate on or with the student transcript those courses that have met its general education requirements, as well as indicate whether the student has completed the general education program.
G. A.A.S. Degrees.
(1) While there may be variance in the numbers of credits of general education required for A.A., A.S., and A.A.S. degrees at a given institution, the courses identified as meeting general education requirements for all degrees shall come from the same general education course list and exclude technical or career courses.
(2) An A.A.S. student who transfers into a receiving institution with fewer than the total number of general education units designated by the receiving institution shall complete the difference in units according to the distribution as designated by the receiving institution.
Except as provided in Regulation .03M of this chapter, the total general education units for baccalaureate degree-granting public receiving institutions may not exceed 46 units.
H. Student Responsibilities. A student is held:
(1) Accountable for the loss of units that:
(a) Result from changes in the student’s selection of the major program of study,
(b) Were earned for remedial course work, or
(c) Exceed the total course credits accepted in transfer as allowed by this chapter; and
(2) Responsible for meeting all requirements of the academic program of the receiving institution.
.5 Transfer of Nongeneral Education Program Credit.
A. Transfer to Another Public Institution.
(1) Credit earned at any public institution in the state is transferable to any other public institution if the:
(a) Credit is from a college or university parallel course or program;
(b) Grades in the block of courses transferred average 2.00 or higher; and
(c) Acceptance of the credit is consistent with the policies of the receiving institution governing native students following the same program.
(2) If a native student’s “D” grade in a specific course is acceptable in a program, then a “D” earned by a transfer student in the same course at a sending institution is also acceptable in the program. Conversely, if a native student is required to earn a grade of “C” or better in a required course, the transfer student shall also be required to earn a grade of “C” or better to meet the same requirement.
B. Credit earned in or transferred from a community college is limited to:
(1) 1/2 the baccalaureate degree program requirement, but may not be more than 70 credits; and
(2) The first two years of the undergraduate education experience.
C. Nontraditional Credit.
(1) The assignment of credit for AP, CLEP, or other nationally recognized standardized examination scores presented by transfer students is determined according to the same standards that apply to native students in the receiving institution, and the assignment shall be consistent with the state minimum requirements.
(2) Transfer of credit from the following areas
shall be consistent with COMAR 13B.02.02.
and shall be evaluated by the receiving
institution on a course-by-course basis:
(a) Technical courses from career programs;
(b) Course credit awarded through articulation
agreements with other segments or
agencies;
(c) Credit awarded for clinical practice or
cooperative education experiences; and
(d) Credit awarded for life and work
experiences.
(3) The basis for the awarding of the credit shall
be indicated on the student’s transcript by the
receiving institution.
(4) The receiving institution shall inform a
transfer student of the procedures for
validation of course work for which there is no
clear equivalency. Examples of validation
procedures include ACE recommendations,
portfolio assessment, credit through challenge,
examinations, and satisfactory completion of
the next course in sequence in the academic
area.
(5) The receiving baccalaureate degree-granting
institutions shall use validation procedures
when a transferring student successfully
completes a course at the lower-division
level that the receiving institution offers at
the upper-division level. The validated units
earned for the course shall be substituted for
the upper-division course.

D. Program Articulation.
1. Recommended transfer programs shall be
developed through consultation between
the sending and receiving institutions. A
recommended transfer program represents an
agreement between the two institutions that
allows students aspiring to the baccalaureate
degree to plan their programs. These programs
constitute freshman/sophomore-level course
work to be taken at the community college
in fulfillment of the receiving institution’s
lower-division course work requirement.
2. Recommended transfer programs in effect at
the time that this regulation takes effect, which
conform to this chapter, may be retained.

6. Academic Success and General Well-
Being
of Transfer Students.
A. Sending Institutions.
1. Community colleges shall encourage their
students to complete the associate degree or to
complete 56 credits in a recommended transfer
program which includes both general education
courses and courses applicable toward the
program at the receiving institution.
2. Community college students are encouraged
to choose as early as possible the institution and
program into which they expect to transfer.
3. The sending institution shall:
(a) Provide to community college students
information about the specific transferability
of courses at 4-year colleges;
(b) Transmit information about transfer
students who are capable of honors work
or independent study to the receiving
institution; and
(c) Promptly supply the receiving institution
with all the required documents if the
student has met all financial and other
obligations of the sending institution for
transfer.

B. Receiving Institutions.
1. Admission requirements and curriculum
prerequisites shall be stated explicitly in
institutional publications.
2. A receiving institution shall admit transfer
students from newly established public colleges
that are functioning with the approval of the
Maryland Higher Education Commission on
the same basis as applicants from regionally
accredited colleges.
3. A receiving institution shall evaluate the
transcript of a degree-seeking transfer student
as expeditiously as possible, and notify the
student of the results not later than mid-term
of the student’s first term of enrollment at the
receiving institution, if all official transcripts
have been received at least 15 working days
before mid-term. The receiving institution
shall inform a student of the courses which are
acceptable for transfer credit and the courses
which are applicable to the student’s intended
program of study.
4. A receiving institution shall give a transfer
student the option of satisfying institutional
graduation requirements that were in effect at
the receiving institution at the time the student
enrolled as a freshman at the sending institution.
In the case of major requirements, a transfer
student may satisfy the major requirements.
in effect at the time when the student was identifiable as pursuing the recommended transfer program at the sending institution. These conditions are applicable to a student who has been continuously enrolled at the sending institution.

**Programmatic Currency.**

A. A receiving institution shall provide to the community college current and accurate information on recommended transfer programs and the transferability status of courses. Community college students shall have access to this information.

B. Recommended transfer programs shall be developed with each community college whenever new baccalaureate programs are approved by the degree-granting institution.

C. When considering curricular changes, institutions shall notify each other of the proposed changes that might affect transfer students. An appropriate mechanism shall be created to ensure that both 2-year and 4-year public colleges provide input or comments to the institution proposing the change. Sufficient lead time shall be provided to effect the change with minimum disruption. Transfer students are not required to repeat equivalent course work successfully completed at a community college.

**Transfer Mediation Committee.**

A. There is a Transfer Mediation Committee, appointed by the secretary, which is representative of the public 4-year colleges and universities and the community colleges.

B. Sending and receiving institutions that disagree on the transferability of general education courses as defined by this chapter shall submit their disagreements to the Transfer Mediation Committee. The Transfer Mediation Committee shall address general questions regarding existing or past courses only, not individual student cases, and shall also address questions raised by institutions about the acceptability of new general education courses. As appropriate, the Committee shall consult with faculty on curricular issues.

C. The findings of the Transfer Mediation Committee are considered binding on both parties.

**Appeal Process.**

A. Notice of Denial of Transfer Credit by a Receiving Institution.

(1) Except as provided in A(2) of this regulation, a receiving institution shall inform a transfer student in writing of the denial of transfer credit not later than mid-term of the transfer student’s first term, if all official transcripts have been received at least 15 working days before mid-term.

(2) If transcripts are submitted after 15 working days before mid-term of a student’s first term, the receiving institution shall inform the student of credit denied within 20 working days of receipt of the official transcript.

(3) A receiving institution shall include in the notice of denial of transfer credit:

   (a) A statement of the student’s right to appeal; and

   (b) A notification that the appeal process is available in the institution’s catalog.

(4) The statement of the student’s right to appeal the denial shall include notice of the time limitations in B of this regulation.

B. A student believing that the receiving institution has denied the student transfer credits in violation of this chapter may initiate an appeal by contacting the receiving institution’s transfer coordinator or other responsible official of the receiving institution within 20 working days of receiving notice of the denial of credit.

C. Response by Receiving Institution.

(1) A receiving institution shall:

   (a) Establish expeditious and simplified procedures governing the appeal of a denial of transfer credit; and

   (b) Respond to a student’s appeal within 10 working days.

(2) An institution may either grant or deny an appeal. The institution’s reasons for denying the appeal shall be consistent with this chapter and conveyed to the student in written form.

(3) Unless a student appeals to the sending institution, the writing decision in C(2) of this regulation constitutes the receiving institution’s final decision and is not subject to appeal.

D. Appeal to Sending Institution.

(1) If a student has been denied transfer credit after an appeal to the receiving institution, the student may request the sending institution to intercede on the student’s behalf by contacting the transfer coordinator of the sending institution.

(2) A student shall make an appeal to the
sending institution within 10 working days of having received the decision of the receiving institution.

E. Consultation Between Sending and Receiving Institutions.

(1) Representatives of the two institutions shall have 15 working days to resolve the issues involved in an appeal.

(2) As a result of a consultation in this section, the receiving institution may affirm, modify or reverse its earlier decision.

(3) The receiving institution shall inform a student in writing of the result of the consultation.

(4) The decision arising out of a consultation constitutes the final decision of the receiving institution and is not subject to appeal.

.10 Periodic Review.

A. Report by Receiving Institution.

(1) A receiving institution shall report annually the progress of students who transfer from 2-year and 4-year institutions within the state to each community college and to the secretary of the Maryland Higher Education Commission.

(2) An annual report shall include ongoing reports on the subsequent academic success of enrolled transfer students, including graduation rates, by major subject areas.

(3) A receiving institution shall include in the reports comparable information on the progress of native students.

B. Transfer Coordinator. A public institution of higher education shall designate a transfer coordinator, who serves as a resource person to transfer students at either the sending or receiving campus. The transfer coordinator is responsible for overseeing the application of the policies and procedures outlined in this chapter and interpreting transfer policies to the individual student and to the institution.

C. The Maryland Higher Education Commission shall establish a permanent Student Transfer Advisory Committee that meets regularly to review transfer issues and recommend policy changes as needed. The Student Transfer Advisory Committee shall address issues of interpretation and implementation of this chapter.
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Philosophy and
DIRECTIONS TO MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

From any direction via the Baltimore Beltway (I-695)

Get on I-695 and head toward the northeastern portion of the beltway. Go south at exit 30, Perring Parkway. The Perring Parkway exit is east of the exits for Towson and west of the I-95/I-695 interchange. Go south a few miles on Perring Parkway. It will change to Hillen Road when you see the engineering building on your left.

From south of Baltimore via I-95

Take I-95 north through the Ft. McHenry Tunnel. Get off I-95 at the Moravia Road Exit. (*The distance to campus is about 3.5 miles.*) You will go through major intersections at Belair Road and then at Harford Road. Moravia Road will become Cold Spring Lane at Harford Road. Cold Spring Lane goes through the middle of campus.

From north of Baltimore via I-95

Continue on I-95 south past the interchange for the beltway, I-695. Shortly thereafter, I-95 will split into I-895 (left two lanes) and I-95 (right two lanes). Go to the left onto I-895. Get off at the Moravia Road Exit. Bear to the right off the exit ramp onto Moravia Road. (*The distance to campus is about 3.5 miles.*) You will go through major intersections at Belair Road and then at Harford Road. Moravia Road will become Cold Spring Lane at Harford Road. Cold Spring Lane goes through the middle of campus.

From the south via I-97 from Annapolis Area and the Eastern Shore

When approaching the beltway (I-695) take exit for Harbor Tunnel. After tunnel, get off at Pulaski Hwy. (Rt. 40 East)/ Erdman Avenue Exit. At end of exit ramp, go straight which will get you onto to Pulaski Hwy., Rt. 40 East. Exit right onto Moravia Road. Continue straight on Moravia. Do not take any of exits that you will see right after getting onto Moravia. (*The distance to campus is about 3.5 miles.*) You will go through major intersections at Belair Road and then at Harford Road. Moravia Road will become Cold Spring Lane at Harford Road. Cold Spring Lane goes through the middle of campus.

From Downtown Baltimore

Go north on Charles Street. Pass Johns Hopkins’ main campus on your left. At 33rd Street, make a right. Go past Johns Hopkins East and make a left onto Hillen Road. Go north on Hillen until you reach the campus.
Legend:

No. Building Name:
40 Alumni House
3 Baldwin Hall
15 Banneker Hall
16 Blount Towers
21 Calloway Hall
5 Carnegie Hall
1 Carter-Grant-Wilson Administration Building
35 Clarence M. Mitchell, Jr. School of Engineering
49 Christian Center
36 Communications Center
4 Cummings House
7 Harper House
51 Helen Roberts Faculty-Staff Dining Room
28 Hill Field House
8 Holmes Hall
38 Hughes Memorial Stadium
10 Hurt Gymnasium
4 James E. Lewis Museum of Art
30 Jenkins Behavioral Science Building
26 Key Hall
47 Library
31 Marshall Apartment Complex
24 McKeldin Center
27 McMechen Building
41 Montebello Complex
25 Murphy Fine Arts Center (Gilliam Concert Hall)
2 O’Connell Hall
13 Parking Garage
42 Post Office
14 President’s Residence
37 Rawlings Dining Facility
39 Rawlings Residence Complex
11 Richard N. Dixon Science Research Center
29 Soper Library
9 Spencer Hall
12 Student Center
17 Truth Hall
18 Tubman House
46 Turner Armory
6 Washington Service Center
43 William Donald Schaefer Engineering Building
22 Woolford Infirmary

Lot No. Permitted Parking Lots:
A Faculty / Staff / Resident Students
B Faculty / Staff
C Faculty / Staff D
D Faculty / Staff E
E Faculty / Staff G
F Faculty / Staff
H Reserved / Visitors
L Faculty / Staff / Resident Students M
M Faculty / Staff
N Resident Students

Lot No. Permitted Parking Lots:
Qe/Qn Faculty / Staff / Commuter Students
S Visitors
T Resident Students
U Faculty / Staff / Visitors
V Resident Students
W Faculty / Staff X
Y Faculty / Staff / Visitors / Commuter Students
Z Faculty / Staff / Visitors

MRGON VIEW STUDENT HOUSING
MURRAY FIELD
MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

NORTHEASTERN DISTRICT POLICE STATION
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